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i.

ABSTRACT

A sphere la to ba illuminated aa uniformly «a poeafble by
N incident btaw, of light, each beam biing directed radially
on the aphere and tha dlamster of cha croaa aectlon of the beta
being equal to the diameter of cha aphere. Tha beams are assumed
to be of the aaaa intensity. Two functions naaurlns the uni-
formity of the illumination *r« propoced: tjjt being the maximum
of tha absolute valua of the lnteulcy on tha aphera.alnua the
average lntanalty on tha aphcre; and tha function, FK, being tha
squire root of the integral over the aphar* of tha square of the
deviation of the Intensity item the average Intensity. Certain
caaea are discussed analytically, othera computationally. Re-
sults frca the problem of T«sases relevant to this problem are
summarised. Tames configuratioBa are suggested as providing
favorable configurations in the absence of analytical or compu-
tatlonal results. Ee is concluded that H « 5 and 6 ihcuid be
avoided. For K • « the best arrangement for the b M M euems to be at
the vertices of a regular tetrahedron circumscribed about the sphere;
for K • fl, tha vertices of a circumscribed anclprisa see* to be
almoat tha beat.

An opaque sphere of radius unity representing a

peUet is to be illuminated aa uniformly a«

possible by H beaae of light directed radially on

O"t sphar*. The beams ar« aasumad to be of equal

intensity 7. Tht •<nlta of T are selected ao that

the illumination on an area dA In tha beam and nor-

mal to the «Ki« of the bus is TdA, A bsan la

assumed to have a circular cross section of radius

1 and th» ejiis of the baas coincides with a radial

direction of the sphere.

Let g denote a unit vector to the point & on

the surface of the aphere and dft a surface element

on tha sphere at die point x. The illumination of

df> is then given by Lambert's law as

where (rS^) *•* th* u n l t vector In the direction of

the keh beam, and

|0

if y > 0

if y < 0

Phase la neglected and intensities are Citktn to ba

additive. The origin of the coordinate system is

taken to be at the center of the sphere.

There *r« sever*! ways of measuring tthe unl-

forelty of illumination of the tphare. 'n«ara ara

the indices for j> > 1:

w.
- T D (a

m
and the limit {eince I ie continuous), p •• •»:

k-l



xe. sphere

NI

where I. is the average illumination of the sphere

given by the following where 6 is the longitude

and <J> is the co-latitude:

4iT

IT/2
s i n <j> c o s <}>d<t>

This report considers the F' and indices.

In the case of F , computational results are given

for N « 4, 6, and 3 and an analysis is given for N

• 2. For Fg, an analysis is given for N • 2 and 3.

Computational results are given for N • 4, !<, 6, and

8. Favorable beam configurations are suggested by

the problem of Tanaaes for many other S. Results

from the problem of Tammes are summarized.

Solutions to these problems Involve finding ex-

treme values of functions of several variables.

Since Che theory of such extreme values is scattered

in the mathematical literature, it is thought ussful

to give a section summarizing chat theory.

One of the formulae used is derived in the Ap-

pendix by F. T. Adler. The notation there is not

completely consistent with the text, but it is not

useful to change the notation.

II. A GENERAL OBSERVATION

The following lercsia and proof were suggested by

Dr. J. C. Hark.

L£2S>

n^ - 6 (null vector), then I(x) - H-x) for

any jt on she sphere.

Proof

If a bean with negative unit normal ti is seen by x

((n,je) > 0 ) , then n is not seen by -x(.{£,-x) < 0 ) ,

and conversely. Since the beams are indifferent to

labeling, let beans S.y'",R^ be seen by JC.

Then
£ H

1=1

Hence

Several conclusions can be obtained from this

lemma. First, the incensity field due to beams

located at the vertices of a circumscribeJ regular

tetrahedron satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.

It follows that the intensity field due to eight

beams, each of intensity I, located at the vertices

of a circumscribed cube is identical to that of a

field due to four beams, each of intensity 21, lo-

cated at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron formed

from four vertices of the cube. This is a paradoxi-

cal result.

More generally, if ^."'.n^N have the propzrey

that it,,. - -n. for 1 » 1, 2.-...N, and Z n, » 9,

then a corresponding result holds for the fields

from n j . . " ! ^ and from a^-'-n^.

Note: By symmetry, SLim,^ min pjj » 0 where mill

is taken over all configurations.

Buzbee, Morse, and Stein considered a similar

problem in a context of charged particles oa a

sphere. Their numerical technique provided for fol-

lowing particle trajectories until equilibrium was

reached.

For a one-dimensional version of a problen of

illumination in which illumination functions other
2

than cosine were considered, see Henry. His index

of merit; min I(x), Is

sidered in Fhis report.

of merit; min I(x), Is different from the one con-

III. THE F* INDEX

We consider the index

the Appendix, one obtains

Using the result of

S-l N

+ (IT

"(iN " 1) '

k-l j-k+1

where cos u., = n • a, .
j K —j —K

If N - 2, then

(F2) - -j (sin a + (n - a) cos a] + tt/12

ajk



with 0 < a < n. It is easy to verify that

g(ot) » sin a + (n - a) cos a > 0

and g(Ti) » 0. Thus F, has its minimum at a - IT.

Now consider the case N - 3. To siaplify nota-

tion, put aa above

g(x) • sin x + On - x) cos x

Then

g'(x) - <x - IT) sin x< 0 .

g(x) has a minlama value at x • v ot g O ) • 0. Con-

alder

2 3

Put Sj

and o i 2

coa

k-1 j-k+1

t C O B B t, sin ^ sin B±, coa

2'
 aj3 " *3» ^ 2 " 0. Thes

- sin $ 2 coa 8 2 ain $ 3 cos 63

*n * 3 •*«> 83sin * 2 sin

Thus

Then

+ coa 02 cos *3

« ain $2 sin *3 coa

•>• c o s <>2 c o * * 3

If - £<(>2, <>y 63) .

Frew Fq. (1) we have

- ain
•gg-

Thus

- - ain $2 ain

sin

*23 33,

sin

ain (2)

Since f is a periodic, continuously differenttable

function of three variables, ita nlninun value

ba found anong the seros of Eq. (2):

• 2 • 0. »»

•3 - «. ",

Bj - 0, u,

°23 " * '

Since f($2, <J>3> 83) - Hip., <t>., $3), one can

restrict oneself to the case <J>, < $-. Thus we need

only consider the six cases:

*2 " *3 " 0 > ^

$, • 0. (4)

0,

IT.

(5)

(6)

(.7)

(8)

In case (3), a 1 2 - <*13 • a 2 3 • 0, «ind i • 3n.

In case (4), <*12 - 0, a 2 3 - $ 3 - a 1 3, and f($3> -

n + 2g($.) which has a alnlmun when i), " IF giving

f(n) » n.

In case (5), o 1 3 - n, a 1 2 - $ 2, « 2 3 - IT - $ 2,

and f((>2) - g($2) + g(T» - 0 2 ) . PutEiag f' (<>2) - C,

one obtains <P2 - n/2 and f (w/2) - 2g(n/2} - 2.

In case (6),

and

one has

and therefore

$, • 0 or Ti

snd

$ 3 » 0 or IT .

In these cases,

f{0,0,0) - 3g(0) - 3TJ ,

f (0,17,0) - g(0) + 2g(u) • IT ,

f (TI.O.O) - g<U> • g(0> •»• g(-«> - 0 + 1 T + 0 - T 7 ,

f(iT.fl.O) - 2g(TT) + g(0» - 1! .

Thus, in case (6), f<$2, *3,0) S> n.



In case (7), a.

$*» so

< ( > 2 , <(>3 a n d = 2TT -

Then

and

f - g(*2) + g(«3) + g(2ir - (f>2 -

' (* , ) - g'(2tr - $ , - $ )

- g'(2TT - $ - 0 )

If both left sides are zero, then

and

or

(9)

(10)

In case (9), the minimum value of f is obtained for

2TT/3 ,

giving, with a J 2 - o 1 3 » a 2 3 "
 2it'3 »

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR THE FN INDEX

The function F,T was evaluated for N = 4, 5, &,
N

and 8 and for various collections of unit vectors

Si» 3 J I ' " I UM- The vector r» can, without loss of

generality, be selected to lie at the north pole of

the sphere. The vector n_ can be selected to lie on

a fixed plane through the north and south poles.

Thus, the collection n, •••, n,, contains 2N - 3 var-

iables.

The vector n. will be represented by a pair of

angles (0., 8.) where, as before, 3 is the longitude

and ifi is the co-latitude. Select 0 "S <)>. <S ir and 0

< B < 2TT.
1 2

By evaluating F for various nets of values of

$ and 6., the following results were empirically

observed.. In all cases, the solids mentioned are

circumscribed about the sphere. The n. located at

the vertices of a regular tetrahedron gave a minimum

value to ?„, namely:

F^ = V(J273 + (1/6) arc cos(-l/3) - n/4] ~ 0.0667 .

The n̂ , located at the vertices of the octahedron

with one vertex deleted gave

f - 3g(2/3ir) - (3 / 3 - tr)/2 ~ 1.02 .

I D case (10)

g' <$2) - g' (IT) - 0 ,

and therefore

2 2
The least value of F. observed, F' = 0.0897, has the

following angles :

$ 2 • 0 or it and <J>, * n or 0

This case was considered above.

Finally, we consider case (8) where a.. - ir.

Then a 1 2 • <J>2 and a 1 3 - ir - fy^. £ has the value

$ 2 = 0.475 IT , B 2 = 0 ,

0.475 TT , 0 = 1.1 ir ,

0.75 IT , 0^ = 1.55 ir »

0.625 TT , g = 0.55 TT

which is the sane as was considered in case (5).

In summary, for N » 3 the absolute minimum is

obtained when

°23 " tt13

and Che three vectors r» are coplonar.

Ue were not able to discuss F,. analytically

for N > 3.

For N = 6, the vertices of the octahedron (faces of

a cube) gave the least observed FJ:
6

- 5ir/36) ~ 0.090

In discussing M = 8, we need to refer to the

polyhedron called the square antiprism. This is

the polyhedron whose top and bottom square faces

arc in parallel pl3nes, the top square being ro-

tated with respect to the bottom through an angle



of 45 about an axis at its center perpendicular to

the square faces. The side faces of the polyhedron

are triangles obtained by joining the vertices at

the top square to the neighboring vertices of the

bottom square as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Top view of an antiprism.

If the triangular faces are equilateral, the

squcre antipriftu will be called an equilateral

square antipriatr,. Otherwise, it will be called an

Isosceles square antiprism and the angular separa-

tion between the ;op and bottom squares will be

given. This angular separation, a, is obtained by

Inscribing the antiprism in a sphere and measuring

the angular separation of the two small circles

formed by the intersections of the sphere and the

planes of the squares as in Fig. 2. However, if the

vertices of an isosceles square antiprism are ob-

tained from the vertices of a cube by rotating the

one face of the cube through an angle of 45 about

an axis through the face center and perpendicular to

the face, the antiprism will be called a cubic isos-

celes square antiprism. (This cumbersome notation

is unfortunate, but consider the convex regular faced

polyhedron called the "parabidiminished rhombicosi-

dodecahedron.")

The vertices of the cube give:

(cube) (tetrahedron) ~ 0.0667

The value of Fg(a) for the general isosceles square

antiprism with angular separation a is given by

Fg(a) = -j| <2g(arc cos (sin2 f\\ + g(ir - a)

+ 2g(arc C0SU1//2) cos •j sin -̂

+ 2g/arc cos (IT - (l//2)cos2 f - sin2 f

The vertices of the cubic Isosceles square anti-
. 2

prism give F' = 0.0464. The vertices of the equi-

lateral square antiprism give Fg = 0.0666. The

smallest observed F- was 0.0463, given with a «

O.193TT for an antiprism.

The following is a summary of the known mini-
2

mum values of F,, as a function of N. The increase
2

of min f* from N = 4 to 6 is surprising.

N

2
3
4
5
6
8

Min F~ Observed

0.513
0.254
0.0667
0.0897
0.0901
0.04632

It is concluded from this that N = 5 and 6 should

be avoided.

V. THE F" INDEX

The following is a list of

figurations.

for certain con-

Fig. 2. Separation of top and bottom of antiprism.



Configuration
N

2 Poles 0.25
3 Equilateral triangle 0.25

on equator
4 Regular tetrahedron (3 - /6)/12 ~ 0.0458 •••
6 Regular octahedron 1/12 ~ 0.0833 •••
8 Cube (3 - A")/12 ~ 0.0458 •••
8 Cubic isosceles - 0.0386

square antiprism
8 Isosceles square 0.045

antiprism with
angular separation

a - -n/Z
8 Isosceles square O.G713

antiprism with
angular separation
a - 80°

An analytical discussion of the N = 2 case is

possible. In this case

I(x) - I

21

if n-n^ 0, n-n2 < 0

if n-i^ <0, .n-n. > 0

if n-n. <0, a-n. <0

(2 a i n * cos B - (1/3) cos

ii'iu/2 - 1/4

n.n.2/2 - 1/4

- 1/4

Hence, for N = 2,

xe sphere
> 1/4

and, when beams are antipodal,

max
xe sphere

= 1/4
_
21

Hence

min max |l(x) - I |
all beam configurations xe sphere — = 1/4.

~ 21

The values F for N = 4 and 6 can be worked out

explicitly for beams located as; the vertices of the

regular tetrahedron and regular octahedron, respec-

tively.

For N = 4 let the negative unit normals to the

beams be: n± = (0,1,0), n 2 = (2 /113, - 1/3,0),

n 3 = (- / T / 3 , - 1/3, vT/3), and ^ = (- / T / 3 ,

- 1/3, - /2"/3). Let the unit normal to a general

point on the sphere be _x = (sin $ cos 3» cos <f>, sin

<fi sin B). The y-axis is taken to be vertical. From

symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the region

R: 0 <, $ < arc cos (1/3), 0 <S 6 < 7r/3. We have:

(x.n,) = - /2/3 sin <f> cos S - 1/3 cos $ + vT/3

sin $ sin 3

and

(̂ .n̂ ) = - /2" /3 sin $ cos B - 1/3 cos <j>

sin <j> sin 6

In R, (x,n.) < 0. The curves (x.n,) = 0 and (x.t^)

= 0 divide R into three regions, I, II, and III. In

I, (x,^) > 0 and (x.n^) < 0 for i » 2,3. In II,

(x,n.) > 0 for 1 = 1 and 2 and (x,n.) < 0. We need

not be concerned with III, since by symmetry it is

the same intensity field as part of I and II. It

is found that the minimum of F, occurs at & = TT/3

and <j> = arc tan 2 . That value is F™ =

(3 - /6")/12 ~ 0.0458 ....

Now consider N = 6 and the octahedron. Choose

the sis beams to have negative unit normals at

(± 1,0,0), (0, ± 1,0), and (0,0, ± 1) and as above

let the general point on the unit sphere have unit

normal: x = (sin iji cos 6, cos <j>, sin <(> sin (3). It

is sufficient to consider I(x) in the first octant

where I(x) = I (sin <j> cos 3 + cos ij) + sin <J> sin 3 ) .

The extreme values of I(x) in tiie first octant must

be either on the boundary or in the interior where

I. - Ig = 0. On the boundary it is sufficient to

examine the points (0,0,0) and Qi ST , h /2 , 0 ) .

The only point where I = I. = 0 in the interior is

at 3 = ir/4 and <f> = arc tan /2 . Examination of

these three points gives

min
x 61 1 2

The value F o for the cube must be identical to
8 <»

The other values of F areF, for the tetrahedron.
4 3
from Schilling-

VI. THE PROBLEM OF TAMMES

Solutions and conjectures associated with the

problem of Tammes can be used to provide favorable

beam configurations for various N. The problem of

Tammes is that of locating N points on the surface

of a sphere so as to maximize the minimum distance

between any two distinct points. Solutions are known

for N < 9, N = 12 and 24. Conjectures have been



given for many other N's.

We review the solutions for these N. For N =

3, three points located on the equator at longitudes

0, 2TT/3, and 4IT/3 are a solution. For N = 4, 6, and

12 the vertices of the regular tetrahedron, octahe-

dron, and icosahedron, respectively, form solutions.

For N = 5, the octahedron with one point deleted

forms a solution , but there are other arrangements

giving the same minimum angle. A good description

of the solution for N = 7 is given in Meschkowski

(Ref. 4, page 38 and Fig. 10). For N = 8, the solu-

tion is given by the vertices of the equilateral

square antiprism.

We shall describe the solution for N = 9.

Three points are placed equally spaced about a

southern latitude so that the angular distance be-

tween pairs as measured at the center of the sphere

is arc cos 1/3 = 70° 31' 44". Three points are

placed in a similar way at a northern latitude on

the same longitudes as those of the southern lati-

tude. The remaining three points are placed on the

equator at longitudes midway between the above lon-

gitudes.

A favorable configuration for N = 10 is given

on page 165 of Fejes Toth. It is reported that L.

Danzer has proved it is the solution, but apparently

the proof has not been published. For N = 11, L.

Danzer is reported to have proved that the solution

is obtained by deleting one point from the solution

for N = 12. This solution is unique in contrast to

the N = 5 case. Again, the proof has not been pub-

lished. A solution, the so-called snub cube, for

N = 24 was given by Robinson. A picture of it is

shown on page 111 of Ref. 6 on the bottom left (the

labels of the bottom left and right figures should

be interchanged).

For other N, only favorable configurations are
7 R

known. Goldberg ' reviews known favorable arrange-

ments for N = 13-28, 30-33, 35-37, 40-42, and some

higher N. In connection with the laser problem

the value N = 27 may be of special interest, and we

discuss the axially symmetric construction of Gold-

berg. A circle of diameter approximately 40° 4l'

is placed at the north pole and a similar one at the

south pole. Five rings of five equally spaced cir-

cles, each with the diameter 40° 41 are placed at

given intermediate latitudes. Each circle in the

top ring will touch the north pole circle, but none

of the circles in the ring will touch each other.

The next ring down will fit between the circles at

the top ring, and so on.

VII. FINDING LOCAL MINIMA AND MAXIMA (EXTREMA) OF

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

Finding extremum points of functions of sever-

al variables is discussed in various places in the

literature; however, the discussions are somewhat

scattered and it is thought worthwhile to give a
o

summary here.

and Couraut and Hilbert.J

The two references used are Sikorski
10

Let <Kp) :R •* R be a real function defined on

an open subset G of Euclidean k-dimensional space R .

For <(> having its m 1 order derivatives continuous,

define the m t n derivative of <j>(p) to be the m indexed

array <fi '(p) whose components are

9 d>
3x 3x

•,im=l,2,-

Define a differential of order m at p to be the quan-

tity

m vectors

F(a) S (p) • aXaX-•-a = 0

k

__A(p)
3x,

(11)

i =1
m

where a_ is a vector m ) . $ (p) is posi-

tive if F(_a) > 0 for every a <h 0, nonnegative if

F(a) > C for every a_, negative if F(a} < 0 for every

a. °t 0, nonpositive if F(a) < 0 for every _a, and has

no sign if there exist vectors a, and *», such that

F(S]_) > ° a n d ?(*$) < 0- Suppose, for a given peG,

(p) = 0 for i = 1, !,-••, m - 1 (m > 1 ) , and

<t> (p) 5* 0. If m is odd, <j>(p) has no extremum at

p. If m is even, then if <Tm'(p) is positive, p is

a local minimum of cj>; if <j> (p) is negative, p is a

local maximum of $; if 0 (p) has no sign, p is not

an extremum point of iJ1! if $ (p) is nonnegative

but not positive or nonpositive but not negative, p

may or may not be an extremum point of <j>.

If m > 2, there seem to be no algorithmic meth-

ods for determining the sign properties of 0 (p).

If m - 2 (quadratic forms), in certain situations

there are algorithmic methods, which are reviewed

here.



If m = 2, Eq. 11 is a Hermitian symmetric quad-
(2) T

ratic form which can be written as a$> (p) a^ • By

an orthogonal transformation (see Ref. 10, page 23)

one can transform the quadratic form to principal

axes and express it as a sum

where the A are the eigenvalues of thi matrix

<(i(2>(p). Then-

X > 0 for all i implies p is a minimum point,

X. < 0 for all i implies p is a maximum point,

X. > 0 for some i and X. < 0 for some j implies

p is not an extremum point.

If some A are positive and the remaining are zero

and if some X are negative and the remaining are

zero, then the character of p is not determined, p

may be an extremum point or p may not be an extremum

point. For a discussion of this ambiguous case, see

Hancock, especially the methods of Stolz, Scheef-

fer, and van Dantscher discussed therein.
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APPENDIX

by

F. T. Adler

OPTICAL ILLUMINATION OF A FUEL PELLET BY N LASER BEAMS

I. GEOMETRIC CONFIGURATION

A sphere of radius unity representing a fuel

pellet is to be illuminated as uniformly as possi-

ble by N incident beams of light. Let 1^ be the in-

tensity of the k t n beam and (-8]) be a unit vector

in the direction of the k t h beam. It will be as-

sumed that the cross sectional area of each beam is

larger than or equal to the cross sectional area of

the pellet, and that all beams are directed toward

the center of the pellet.

Let

S = i sin 9 cos <f> + j sin 0 sin <J> + k cos 6 (A-l)

denote a unit vector to the point (9,<J>) on the sur-

face of the sphere and dfl a surface element on the

sphere centered around the point P(9,(J>). The illu-

mination of dH is then given by Lambert's law as

(A-2)

k=l

where D is defined by



D(y) = 1 if y > 0

D(y) - 0 if y < 0 ; (A-3)

the factor D(if • n^) accounts for the fact that

only those beams contribute to the illumination of

dS2 which come from a direction -n. for which the

angle between n. and n is less than or equal to tf/2.

II. THE PERFORMANCE VARIATION INDEX

The aim is to make the illumination of the pel-

let as uniform as possible. To measure the degree

of uniformity attained, a performance variation in-

dex F, defined by

- / /dfi[I(e,<j>) -

(A-4)

is introduced, where IQ is the average illumination

of the pellet and W(6,4>) is a weighting function

which may be chosen to best simulate the physical

requirements and conditions of the problem. For ex-

ample, W(6,<)>) could be chosen to impose a penalty

for large local deviations or for deviations in cer-

tain ranges of 0 and <f> which are critical for the

experimental requirements. Optimum distribution of

sources should correspond to a minimum of F.

In the following discussion it will be assumed

that W(9,(J>) » 1, so that one obtains simple results.

Jk * Jf*Kt CA-6)

is different from zero only for a hemisphere where

n • n. > 0. One may Introduce new integration var-

iables 1?,"$ for which n. defines the preferred axis,

as indicated in Fig. A-l.

Fig. A-l.

In firms of the new angles "9,$» and the unit

vectors i, J, and k one has

III. EVALUATION OF F(Ijy • • ,IN; n^- • • ,n^)

Substituting from Eq. (A-2), one obtains from

Eq. (A-4) with W(6,<J>) - 1:

F(Ir—.V

N N

(n

n - 1 t in "9 cos J + J sin H sin ? + Sc cos 7 (A-7)

while

D(n • t^) - D(cos "9) , (A-8)

k-1 k-1 j-1

(A-5)

The first term in the integrand is a constant
2

and contributes simply 4iU . The second term can

be considered for each value of k separately: the

integrand of

so that J. reduces to

di]> /

Jo
d8 sin 6 • cos 6 » TT (A-9)



the upper lioit of r.he 0 integration being prescribed

by Eq. (A-3).

Eq. (A-S) for F can therefore be written in the

fore

(A-10)

where the coefficients J. . arc defined by

(A-ll)

The evaluation of the coefficients J., is core

complicated. Figure A-2 shows the tvo hemispheri-

cal regions for which D(it • iL) snd D(t? • 3,) do not

vanish. The common region, indicated by the heavy

line, is the only part of the sphere there the inte-

grand of Eq. (A-ll) does not vanish. It is appar-

ent that for the integration the direction of the

vector

k = i x n , U-12)

should be chosen as the polar axis. Let 0 ,0 de-

note the polar angles in the coordinate system de-

fined by Fig. A-4, and a., be the angle between the

J11

vectors n, and The spherical area where

D(n

is then defined by the limits

e1 » o to a' • TI

0' " 0 to 0 » 17 - a

and Eq. (A-ll) reduces to

(A-13)

(A-1

Fig. A-2

since

n «• i* sin 3* cos 0* + 5' sin 01 sin <"/ •»• G' cos 0 ,

nfe«i' sin a,fe + J' cos a k

or

Jkj ° / d*/ d6' s i n °' (sin °jk s i n 6'
0 ^0

cos $' + cos a . sin 3* sin *') sin &' sin $' , (A-15)

10



s i n s i n ' f 4i>' sin3 0* • cos ajfe f j k d«'
Jo io

s in
2 «' T do' s in 3 9*

«in aik j

TJJIB expression reduces to

JH " T I t l n ° M / 1 " co* 2a*fcJ * c e s °<t s i n 2a«b * 2 (

Thus one obtains finally the explicit expression

H H

" V

where cot a

fc

2
k-1 k-i J-l

(A-19)

[sln ajk + (1T " V c o s aik

(A-17)

ft-18)

UK:378(105)
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